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of C~i !fntea hne agort whosc

goal is to have specified target a.idiences adopt new civil doefense ideas,

in:vation-•si and o1g5a. *t - that K'SY.) as a change ager.t is

interusted iil unuerstanding and prei how petople wil adopt new civil

defense ideas. rhis involves a clear and detailed understanding of the

factors related te the acceptance or rejection of these new ideas. The

change agent may find insights about such factors to be irportant tools in

planning, implementing, and evaluating present and future civil defense

adoption piograins.

OBJLCTIVE i; FRPMEWORK FOR ,NALYSIS

The first objective oF the report wa,o ýo develop an analytical frame of

reference which can be used for planning, implementing, and evaluating civil

defense programs which have as their primary objective the obtaining of the

adoption of new ideas, innovations, or programs by individuals in specified

target audiences. The major concepts of *he frame of reference are as follows:

The Office of Civil Defense is perceived as a c agent. As a change

agent one of its goals is to obtain ioptlon of itS innovations. By inno-

vation is meant an idea, practice, o:- roduct perceived as new by the indi-

vidual or group f.or whom it is intended, The civil defense innovation which

is of central concern to this report is the idea of using public fallout shel-

ters if there is a nuclear attack. Adoption in this study is defined as the

adootion of the idea of usicih a p,4biic fallout shelter if there is a nuclear

attack. Thus, adoption in this study is symbolic adoption, i~e., the adoption

of an idea, rather than behavior adoption. Almost all previous adoption re-

search studies have focused on behavior adoption. Thus, the civil defense



iU*wVatiou 9n4 A&doption being Studle ntn repoQ't art different fromn most

n!b* adopiian, studies. T-he adoption \Init is the- individual or group who

ftst rsk~e the 0decision Wo adopt ar. Aeflavatian.~ Thc aaaltion Unit in thin-

rmpont is im indtvidual (hwshnnd or wife) in a fa~l:r ousehold. The

®r ;s is the Mettal process through which xn indivIdual passcs from

UU-In ib~ ~out am innovation to its final adoption, Cen~cptually, the

adopilioin poc8ss ii usually reforred to an~ an mdpin~odel. The adoptioc

prupas may be c~omnctua~ly d~vided into fiva stages-

* 1 . renwmss szjp. At this stage the individual is initiLally expr-,ed
-4 ~innvtrn. The individual knows of the innovation'but lacks

cw~ouple information about it, The individual m~ay or -may not be m~oti-
vated to seek additional information abcnit the innovation at this stage..

2. In~rmationtae The individual becorns Interested in the innovation
= 90 mr information -about it. In this stage the individual mainly

inczs~s is information about the innovation, The individual is inter-
_"td in getting both general and more specific information about the

inrtkinsic qualities of the innovation and relating this information to
hii pest experiences &ad knowledgp. At this stage he is building up a

-~ 4AtA* base which will help him to de-cide whether or not he wishes to be-
cOr fu-ther immvolvd with the inncvation.

3. avl~uAtion !!me. The individual is concerned with applying the jima-
vattmito his ftm situation at this stage. The relative advantages and
dia~Wataps of the jimovstion to other alternatives are considered.
The individual makes a mental application of the ininovation to his
prosent and futtire situation and ma~kes the decision either to try it
or not. He is concerned with determining if adoption of this innovation
will help him to maximize his goals to a greater degree than will any of
the othier alternatives which are perceived to be available to him.

4. Trial stge At this stage the individual is msotivated to use the
TR*3vatlan ott a smail scAle in order to determine its utility in his
own situation. When possible, most potential adopters use an inno-
valtion on a small experimental scale to test its applicability and
coupatability, to their situatioiis.

S. Adpto stag The individual adopts and decides to :ontinue the
fiilliiiiso o innovation, At this stale and point 1; f&ime the
individuial is satisfied that the course of action being pu sued is
best %or his.

7he !ýtif period is the time required for an individual to pass through

the adoption process froms awareness to adoption. The rate of adoption is the



relative speed with which an innovation is adopted by adoption units in the

target audience, One of the goals cf the clhange agent s t1r lnirease the rate

of Qoiut f h•i• innovation. Qre w"y to attempt this is to shorten the

tion •n -m .our . .ategrie4 of f facto's whose r•ieationship ro adoption . . ave

been studied are: demoraphic, knowledge, attitude, ajid %ources of informa-

tion. Knowledge of these four factors may be used by a charge agent to effcý-

tively and efficiently shorten the adoption period amd incroase the rate of

adoption of his innovation,

OBJLCTIVE 2: ADOPTION Oi PUBLIC FALLOUT' SPHELTERS

The seconr objective of the report was to determine the extent to which

a sample of people has adopted the idea of using public fallout shelters if

there is a nuclear attack. This innovation was selected for study because

one ot the major goals of civil defense during the past three years has been

to divelop a fallout shelter capability for all the people in the United States.

The major activity to accomplish this goal has been the National Fallout Shelter

Survey, Marking and Stocking Prcogram. This program was designed to locate,

mark, and stock existing facilities which would be used as public fallout

shelters if needed. Logically flowing from these activities is the desire to

have people make plans to use the shelters if there is a nuclear attack.

The five stage adoption process (awareness, information, evaluation,

trial and adoption) was used cs the basis for developing a series of questions

which could be used to determine an individual or family's stage in the adoption

of the idea of using public fallout shelters if there is a nuclear attack.

The research population and samle

The city of Des Moines, Iowa, was selected as a community in which to

measure the public's adoption of the idea of using public fallout shelters.
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-r4y husband and wife households were selected for study, rnjs the statistical

"populatio for this study was the approximately S4,0(Wj husband and wife ,house-

- -- hOlds in On6 l4iAne A .,rcbabItilitv ssi~le otf hmu-sehoids w"&- selected fcn- studkiy4

Mstband w.... interviewed in ann.,roim evlo.h.... a.d 0 *iv S-

in the othr cmt-half of the househludds We.thier a h-u.And or wife was ',s

"inzrde-wJ in a household was sy3tematically determined by research design

befon the interviewer went to the household, A total of 246 interviews were

C•-ploted during June and July of 1 9 6 3 a

Using the co.sestas basd on f a adoption mudel, respondents were classi-

ti.d into six anal!tical "stages" of adoption. The analytical adoption stages

a-M te percepit of reopondents in each stage were as follows;

1, UM ire. stage: approximately 13 percent of the sample respondents

stated they were not aware of a public fallout shelter program, (This stage

has been included in the analysis to account for all individuals in the study

2. Miare-ITrforation stage: approximately 15 percent of the respondents

stated they were aware, or were aware and had obtained additional information

about the marking and stocking public fallout shelter program (This analytical

stage combines the individuals who were in the awareness and information stages,

This was done because only a small number of individuals, 2.4 per-ent of the

repaondents, were in the awareness stage.,)

Des Moines was one of the pilot and leading cities in stocking public
fallut shelters at the time of the research study. Based on OCD data as of
July 25, 1963, Des Moines had stocked 74,827 shelter spaces, capable to shel-
ter over 28 percnmt of its population, As of this. date only 18 of the 215

a•rd I•tr~ponoliran A•'reas In the United States had stocked space for mure
-ems 20 percent of tneir 1960 population. And only three Standard Metropolitan
Am" had stocked spaces for more than 28 percent of their 1960 population.
Des tNines was one of these three.



3. E-valuation s e oitern percent o€ the respondents were in this

stage.

(A trial stage was not included in the analysis since lizo.-ss signed

Dy building owners do not allow the use of public fallout shelters except in

a aiclear attack. 1

4. Adoption typ I - Downtown Adoption Only. approximately 19 peicernt

of the respondents stated they would use a public fallout shelter if they were

in a downtown business district and a nuclear attack occurred, but they stated

they would not go to a public fallout shelter if they were at home with their

family when a nuclear attack occurred.

S. A -L ° Home Adoption, No Plan- twenty-two percent of the

respondents stated they had made the decision to use a public fallout shelter

if they were at home with their family and an attack occurred, but they stated

they did not have a specific L1 of the steps they would take to get to a

public fallout shelter.

6. A tion- --ame Adoption, Plan; approximately 17 percent of

the respondents stated they had decided tc use a public fallout shelter if

they were at home with their family when an attack occurred and they also

stated they have a specific pLan of the steps they would take to get to a public

fallout shelter.

Thus by mid-1963 almost 90 percent of the sample respondents stated they

were aware of public fellout shelters. And approximately 17 percent stated

they: (1) had decided to use a public fallout shelter if a nuclear attack

occurred while they were at home with their family and (2) had a plan of the

steps they would take to get to a public fallout shelter in this situation,

Approximately 23 percent of the respondents said they became aware of

public fallout shelters during the last six months of '961. Almost 40 percent



-of .... respr .. ents . ai. L•cy be-a awae -f publi faliOut shelters during

the last half of 19t.. Approximately two-thirds of the re.pondents who said

the•y would go to a Public fallotA shelter and ,•ad a plarn to get ti; Lt

thty u" dcide-d to use a pjblic fallkut sheltcr &,rirng the last half of

, I ~2.

OBJECTIVE 3. iELATION OF FACTORS TO S.M' OF .p'IPTL(N

The third general objective of tie research presented in thw repc.rt '.as

to determine the relationship between selected demtraphic, knowledge, atti-

tude, and information variables an' the adoption of the innovation of using

public fallout shelters if there is a nuclear attack. This objective atterpted

to provide nnswers to questions such as: wast are the characteristics of

people in each stage of adoption? Do people who are in the later stages of

adoption have different characteristics (demograpiiic, knowledge, attitudes,

and sources of information) than individuals in the earlier stages of adoption?

The individuals in the six analytical stages of adoption delineated above

were conparci on selected demographic, knowledge, attitude, and sources of

information variables to determine relationships, if any, by stage of adoentlon.

This research is one of the first attemupts to determine variables which are

related to the adoption of this type of civil defense innovation. Because of

its exploratory nature, a large number of variables are used to determine

which ones, if any, are related to stage of adoFtion of public fallout shelters.

Th- reader should exercise caution in attributing causal effects when - rela-

tiouship is stated. A statement of relationship does not necessarily mean a

causal relationship. tHoweve., for many variables, theory, past research, or

logical derivations do suggest a logic for inferring a causal relationship.
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A io,,iledge ,t le relatio)nship or lack c'f re l:itcnrs: I '_t wee- - demo-

variable a:cJ a.v tion shouid le lpft.i to wvil defer_,e

--hange agenti,, ,&i c an analvsAs ?aes it pcssi J 0:- t charngc agent tu

develop, a pritile of the pner°le whvý ',.ve been notlvated t.,o ado;t, civil *Jfe-sr,

motivated to adop-, civil defense i~ies, i -heso data r.~ay the . 'ent planning

and inpltemeriting fujturc civil defense progia-as Twelve demoraphin v" l-t;.s

are related to stage ot adoption, Iwo of the twelve demographic vari-ibles,

years of iorrnal educatuon a2_- home ovnerzi were fcsund,! to be related to

stage of ad::'nion when for-mal statistical tests were used as the decision

criteria of relationship, In general th.se more !ighly educated and owning

their own home were more likely to have a.opted the idea of using public fall-

out shelters. Three other variables approached a statistically significant

relationship level (in the direct'on of a positive reiatiorŽ .2p). These were

the number of people irn the household under 15 -years of age; active rilitar'-

service of husband, and members.ip in tup Natiopal Guard, A weak peicentage

trend in the direction of a posilt.ve relationsnip was found between stage of

adoption and higher family income. A weak percentage trend in the direction

of a negative relationship was found between stage of adoption and age of the

respondent. The remaining demographic variables had no apparent percentage

relaticnship to stage of adoption: total number of people in household, combat

duty, religiouis prefercnce, political orientation, and sex of the respondent,

When one analyzes the 42 respondents in the Home Adoption Plan stage the

f ig 0 e',ll oC the aloptei is obta !Lerd Light out of ten adopters-

will have more than two people in their househol'. Seven out of ten adopters"

will have aL least one child under 1 years ot." age, Pe "ado;:ter is younger
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than the rest of the adult population. T"o ut of three '"dopaters" will have

had some type of formal training beyond high school. The "adopter's" family

income is only slightly above the avera&. income. Three of every four "adop-

ters" are home owners or in the process of bwying a home. In two of every

three "adopter" homes the hustband has been in active military duty. Onu

Nisband in five huis been in combat. Approximately one husband in five hat

been a member of the National Guard.

Knowledg6 variables-and steof adoption

A knowledge of the relationship between an individual's knowledge of

civil defense and his staqe of public fallout shelter adotion should make

it possible for the change agent to develop a knowledge profile of people

who have adopted civil defense innovations and to copap& these people to

those who have not yet adopted c. il defense innovations. A number of types

of knowledge were found to be statistically related to stage of public fall-

out shelter adoption. In general, the more knowledge an individual had

about civil defense, the farther along he was in his adoption process with

respect to public fallout shelterf. Four knowledge variables found to be

statistically related (in a positive direction) to stage of adoption a"e:

knowledge of a civil defense program in the United States; knowledge of a

city (local) civil defense program; knowledge of the local civil defense

director; and technical knowledge about fallout shelter and nuclear radiation.

The technical knowledge variable consisted of nine specific knowledge items.

When each of these specific knowledge items was compared to stage of adoption,

five were found 'o be statistically related (in a positive direction) to

stage of adoption. These five items are an individual's knowledge: (1) of a

person's ability to survive exoosure to radiation; (2) that radiation is not
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contagious; (3) that you can filter dust out of the air to make the air safc

to breathe; (4) that a pill will not protect you from fallout, and (5) that

most fallout rapidly loses its power to harm people The other four knowledge

items had no apparent relationship to stage of adoption, These knowl..dic

items are: (1) that a plastic suit with filtering mask does not offer pro-

tection from fallout, (2) that you can see fallout, (3) that shelters do

not need an air-tight door to protect against fallout, and (4) that fallout

covers thousands of square miles,.

Lttitude variables and stage of adption

A knowledge of the relationship or lack of relationship between attitudes

and stagg 9f 2otion should help civil defense change agents develop an atti-

tude profile of the people who have been motivated to make civil defense de-

cisions as well as profiles of people who have not yet been motivated to make

civil defense decisions. It may also aid in constructing a logical rationale

for present adoption behavior and help explain non-adoptive behavior. These

data may also be of use in planning future civil defense programs. Thirty-

five different attitude variables were compared to stage of public fallout

shelter adoption. These attitude variables were categorized into six general

attitude areas.

The first attitude area was ,he individual's perception of the situation

in which he is making his civil defense decisions, that is, his perception of

threat at the present time, Eight attitude variables were measured in this

category. Of these eight, two (timing of war and thermonuclear war means

the end of democracr) had a strong negative relation to stage of adoption, i.e.,

those thinking war was more imminent and believingmost strongly thermonuclear

war means the end of democracy were least likely to have adopted the idea of



using pubii 1!_X1iLut siýXlters. Iwo variables (likelihood of war and likelihood

of local comnunity deatih and destruction in war) had a minor negative relation-

ship to stage of adoption, i.e., a larger proportion of individuals in the

earlier stages of adoption perceived war and local community death and destruc-

tion being more likely. The variable concern about fallout had a slight posi-

tive relationship to stage of adoption. The remaining three variables (like-

liho'd of conventional war, likelihood of war escalation, and likelihood of

fallout danger in the local cornunity) had no apparent relationship to stage

of adoption.

The second attitude area consisted of nine variab.1 es measuring an indi-

vidual's perception of the innovation, that is, fallout shelters. Five of the

attitudes were highly related to stage of adoption when formal statistical tests

were used as the criteria of relationship- in general, if an individual per-

ceived that fallout shelters were like insurance, that all people should pay

taxes for fallout shelters, ar'l that a city sales tax was needed for public

shelters he was more likely to be in the later stages of adoption; and if an

individual perceived that we should not abandon a fallout shelter program and

that shelter measures are not obsolete he was ir-re likely to be in the later

stages of adoption. Two attitudes indicated a slight relationship to stage

of adoption; in general, if an individual perceived fallout shelters were

desirable he was more likely to be in the later adoption stages; and if an

individual perceived highway construction should not b( curtailed for civil

defense he was more likely in the later stages of adoption. Two attitudes

(a public shelter program is worth its cost and future schools should have

public fallout shelters) had no -Mparent relationship to stage of adoption.

The third attitude area was an individual's perception of the adequacy

of civil defense. Two attitude variables were measured, Individuals in the



later stages of adoption sore often perceived the local (ciW) civil defense

Sas adequate. Individual perceptions of the adequacy of the total

(Lnited States) civil defense program hd no apparent relationship to stage

of adoption.

The fourth attitude area consisted of four variables weasuring an indi-

vidual's perception of the everment's role ia Cvil 4voons. There was no

apparent relationship betweer. any of the four attitudes measured and stage

of public fallout shelter adoption. The four attitudes were: Government

should yoie eale to usaefor a nuclear attack, federal vrmn

should increase civil defense activities, civil defense should be handled
- - -Mr! iAMOi- -WO , _-

bthe milia, and governmmt action indicated the need for civil defense.

The fifth attitude area measured an individual's perceptions of some

e9M" civil defenwe ides. -Two f Um attitudes were statistically related

to stage of adoption: in general if individuals believed civil defense was a

!Wit of time and gne they were more likely to be in the early stages of

adoption and if they believed they had a community responsibility for civil

defense they were more likely to be in the later stages of adoption. One

attitude had a slight. relation to stage of adoption: individuals in the later

stages of adoption were slightly more favorable to the idea of encouraging

their Congressmen to support civil defense. Two of the general civil defense

attitudes, that civil defense jncouage people to tae war and that SjW

defense in the United States has been W22 ggjg, had no apparent relation-

ship to stage of adoption.

The sixth attitude area measured an individual's perception of our gov-

etnent's olic) concernin the use of nuclear weapons in seven decision

situations. In four of the seven decision situations individuals in the early

adoption stages were more prone to use nuclear weapons than indiviouals in
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the latter stages oc adoption. In the other three decision situations there

were no apparent difterences among adoption stages.

Sources of information and stage of adoption

A knowledge of the relationship between sources of civil defense informa-

tion and stage of adoption should be helpful to civil defense change agents

when evaluating present and planning future mas.. media and other public

education programs. Following is a list of findings pertaining to sources

of civil defense information.

I. Television news and television special programs, and daily or weekly

newspapers were the most frequently named sources of civil defense informa-

tion, followed by radio news and radio special programs, and booklets and

pamphlets put out by the ,Office of Civil Defense.

2. Television news and television special programs were ranked as the

most useful source of civil ,detense information.

3. •ndividuass in the latter stages of adoption indicated they had

received civil defense information from more information sources than did

individuals in the earlier stages of adoption,

4. More individuals in the latter stages of adoption indicated the use

of government sources of information than did individuals in the earlier

stages of adoption.

S. Almost all the individuals in each adoption stage obtained informa-

tion from at least one mass media source of information.

6. A slightly larger number of individuals in the latter stages of

ad ption received information about civil defense in informal communication

situations than did individuals in the earlier stages of adoption.

7. Only a small number of individuals in each adoption stage received

information from commercial information sources.
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8. Over two-thirds of the individuals in the study indicated a mass

media source of civil defense as the most useful source to him.

9. more individuals in the later stages of adoption indicated using

personal sources of information than did individuals in the earlier stages

of adoption.

10. Over 80 percent of the individuals in each stage of adoption indi-

cated that impersonal sources of civil defense information were most useful

to them,

11. More individuals in the latit stages of adoption stated they used

technologically competent sources of information (as measured in this study)

than did individuals in the earlier stages of adoption.

12. Individuals in the later stages of adoption said they used more

technologically coý.etent sources of information about civil defense (as

measured in this study) than did individuals in the early stages of adoption.

13. Having actively sought information about civil defense is not statis-

tically related to stage of adoption. However, morc individuals in the latter

stages of adoption statred th'ey had sought civil defense information than did

individuals in the earlier stages of adoption.

14. The feeling that one has adequate information on what to do in case

of nuclear attack is statistically related to stage of public fallout shelter

adoption. More individuals in the middle and latter adoption stages believe

they have adequate information than do individuals in the earlier adoption

stages.

The above data provide a profile of the individuals in the later stages

of public .'.Ilout shelter adoption as well as those in the earlier adoption

stages. These data may be used by OCD in planning and implementing future

civil defense programs. One concern of OCD is to have people who have nowt -et
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.Jopted thic :�c a•; ; fallow. shelters to adopt the idea of using

tilem. At wb:Lat rate 2a- injdiv,'uaUr in the early adoption stages be expected,

if at all, to adopt the idea of using public fallout shelters? Another

concern of UCU m:ay be the extent to which the adoption of this idea will

porsist in the•v mid ij aUi inldivijual over t re. A:i wns stated above thO'

adoption of tht idea of using public fallout shelters may be perceived

as symbolic adoption. •'iii some people who are adopters at this point in

time become non-adopters at a future point in time? What will the adoption

stage profiles be if this occurs? There is a need for a periodic assessment

of people's idea adoption st trends and patterns of symbolic adoption may

be delineated and analyzed.


